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About This Game

Enter a beautiful dreamscape and bring back the light!

The award winning mobile VR game, finally available on Steam! Help Nerow bring back the light to his magical world, by
solving compelling environment puzzles. Search for hidden fireflies that guide Nerow through the darkness and help him solve
the mysteries of the stolen light. Together with Nerow you will go on a magical journey to rescue the Sun-bug and restore the

natural balance!

Spark of Light features:

 A ‘Virtual Dreamscape’ which acts like an interactive dollhouse
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 Discovery and puzzling in a 360° view

 Engaging, non-violent gameplay for all ages

 5 compelling levels, each with their own unique atmosphere
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Title: Spark of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pillow's Willow
Publisher:
Pillow's Willow
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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It has a distinctive flavor: It prioritizes explosive energy, the feel of an adventure and enemy aggression and a stellar
complementing soundtrack over fidelity to enemy designs and backgrounds. Just screenshots will not make the presentation's
strengths apparent, it must be seen and heard in motion.

Another divisive factor is how the game's design philosophy pushes its ideas to the extreme, like with the wild camera
movement and the wildly varying enemy formations, randomized per-formation. Personally, I feel there's only one part where
the game goes to kind of rough lenghts with one of these ideas, but overall, this unreserved attitude makes for the most pure and
fun shoot 'em ups I've ever played in my life.

Good set of difficulty modes and more continues unlock as you play, so quite accessible too.. Very nice explicating game
(isn't a full game). Definitly looking forward to more content, very unique gameplay aspects and ideas, and really just a fun
game to sit down and play. No where near the effort it takes like a stardew valley, but definitly a challenge to get the dope done..
Lack of VOLUME CONTROL ruins the game. Having to hear the music blasting full volume constantly is lazy software
development.. I was looking for a kart type of racing game for my six year old son that I would enjoy playing with him, too.
This definitely did not disappoint us. It is a fun game with great tracks. We particularly like the power ups with which one can
greatly influence the outcome of a race.. Amazing point and click with an interesting story and many options that can change
how and why you make certain choices.. VERY BIG THANKS LUNA!! For me the game is perfect. VERY BIG THANKS!!

. Overall I liked the game, but there were parts that needed a bit more work. I couldn't find any real romance options or even a
character that you could romance, and it was a lot shorter than I expected. It is a new idea and I would play a sequal if it is
released.. not a spelunky ripoff

actually a very robust and claustrophobic action-platformer
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Boring and basic. Definitely give this a pass. There are many better games at much lower prices.. Screw Markiplier, Uber Haxor
Nova, and Jesse Cox. I got to play as Peanut Butter Gamer.
360\/420
Needs more peanut butter.. Game looks like Rimworld and works like Craslands.
Yea. I did buy this purely because it looks like Rimworld.

But lets open it a bit. You play whit this one character.

Start: You chose race that suprised me. Diffirent races have bit diffirent bonuses. You wake up at some "shipwreck" where you
can start your first base.

Fighting: was familiar from some game. Basicly you can craft diffirent weapons that works bit diffirent way. (get a spear and
kill enemies while walking backwards have been most basic killing mechanic on other games like Starbound.)
Hidden idea of this game was boss killing. You will get some boost items when you do so.

Crafting: Is like any other building game. You start hand crafting and go there to different crafting tables.
Invertory space is good and plasing items to crafting table is easy.

Farming&animals: Not sure why I need farm but I could do it.

Map is random generated whit different biomes. You will find animals, aliens, nightmares, goblins and other rases on map.
Map have also layers and you can search undergound too.

Overall: This game felt from begin that I have already played it. It takes many aspect from other games and does give really
little anything new. I did kind of enjoy it because it was at easy setting actually easy (Have been playing too many hardcore
games where easy means that you can fail tutorial and need to start game from begin from tutorial).
I belive that this game have potential to become something good, but it needs some new ideas. Maybe weather would be
something this game needs. I would want to give this game "Meh".. All I have to say is you get a good mental workout with this
game!. The thing to remember first about Pilot Edition, it exists to capture VR players without motion controlls. The reason I
bring that up is you will find a lot of the same tricks\\modes of the original Final Approach. Stuff like Bird Clearing, queing
planes for takeoff, fire duty.

But the real core of this game is all about flying. The first ouple campaign\/tutorial levels will seem awfully familiar to FA
owners. But this is saved by how cool flying is. Even from 3rd person its really great to be controlling this 3d model, and it deals
with aero dynamics pretty well, so don't start a straight down dive figuring you can pull up at the last second, you will die.Same
goes for slowing down too much . I was reaching for a ballon on a really steep climb in plane not designed for that and the
engine started to stall . Just stuff like that makes it a completely new dimension to the game.

Its one of the best put togather VR games around right now. If I was a rift owner I'd buy this for sure, I ended up playing about
40 mins on my first go and the time just flew by, the only reason I quit was I had caused a two 747 looking planes to
collide\/explode on the runway at that big airport where it's all airlines. Otherwise I'd probably still be playing\/

For Vive owners it really is best to think of this as just anoher part of a whole larger game, say Final Approach: Definative
Edition.

Over I'd say I still like the room scale version a bit more. but this isn't half bad and well worth the time. First angry review that i
have ever done. Bought this game when it was first released and played it fine, now ive just tried to download and play it again
and i have to have UPlay.......ok....UPLAY says that my game key is invalid and so now i cant play my game. great job.. Much
better than GTA: VC
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Just kidding! But still epic game!!!. for people who want to play more hitman/splinter cell games, otherwise go play those. great
digital reproduction of khet. may be AI is not strong enough to be a real challenge, but here are multiplayer modes and different
starting positions.. TWO HUNDRED AND SIXTY DOLLARS FOR ALL THE TOTAL WAR WARHAMMER CONTENT!
This is a literal \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing joke and anyone okay with this is severely \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
autistic.
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